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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes to perform latent semantic analysis (LSA) on
character/syllable n-gram sequences of automatic speech recognition (ASR) transcripts, namely subword LSA, as an extension of our
previous work on subword TextTiling for automatic story segmentation of Chinese broadcast news. LSA represents the ‘meaning’
of a lexical term by a feature vector conveying the term’s relations
with other terms. We apply subword LSA vectors to the measurement of inter-sentence lexical score in TextTiling-based story segmentation. Subword n-grams are robust to speech recognition errors, especially out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, in lexical matchpt
ing on Chinese ASR transcripts. This work combines the concept
perimatching merit of LSA and the robustness of subwords. Experibwordmental results on the TDT2 Mandarin corpus show that subwordLSA-based TextTiling can effectively improve the story segmentailing achieves
tion performance. Character-bigram-LSA-based TextTiling
ves
ement of 17.4%
the best F1-measure of 0.6598 with relative improvement
7.4%
over the conventional word-based TextTiling and 6.5% over our prepre
vious syllable-bigram-based TextTiling.
ysis, TextTiling,
Index Terms— latent semantic analysis,
iling, story segmentation, topic segmentation, spoken document retrieval, subword
su
1. INTRODUCTION
DUCTION
DUCT
Automatic story segmentation aims at segmenting a text, audio or
video stream into individual stories,
central
addressing a single centr
es, each addressin
topic. It serves as a preprocessing step
tasks such
su as
tep for subsequent
subs
topic tracking, summarization, information
indexing
and
index
tion extraction,
ext
retrieval, because these tasks usually assume
presence of indiume the presen
vidual topical ‘documents’. Speciﬁcally for a broadca
broadcast news (BN)
broad
retrieval task, continuous audio/video streams have
t be divided into
ave to
distinct news stories before retrieval since users are expecting short
clips of relevant news stories rather than an entire news stream.
To perform automatic story segmentation, acoustic/prosodic
cues [1], video cues [2] and lexical/texual cues have been extensively explored. Main lexical approaches involve lexical cohesion [3], use of cue phrases [4] and modeling [5]. Lexical-cohesionbased approaches make use of the inter-word semantic relations,
e.g. repetition, synonymy, and part-whole relation, which ‘hang
words together’ within a topic. TextTiling [6] is a classical lexicalcohesion-based text segmentation approach that has been recently
introduced to segmenting spoken documents such as BN [7] and
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meetings [8] because of its simplicity and efﬁciency. This approach assumes that different topic often employs different set of
words, and a shift of word usage may signal a topic boundary. It
identiﬁes story boundaries by detecting lexical similarity minima
across the text stream. Choi et. al. have introduced latent semantic
i formulating the similarity measure of lexicalanalysis (LSA)
A) [9] in
based
cohesion-based
Conventional lexical cohesion
ed text segmentation.
se
word/term matching, while LSA is capable of simrelies on rigid
d word/ter
ulating
ability on concept matching. LSA-based
ng human cognitiv
cognitive abi
story
tory segmentation
tion employs
employ the contextual-usage meaning of words
analysi
by principle
analysiss (PCA) and improves separability
iple components ana
conven
among
conventional
lexical approaches [10].
g different topics over conv
Prior research on lexical-based
lexical-bas story segmentation has been aplexical-ba
pliedd to clean texts, whi
while segmentation
on spoken documents (e.g.
seg
BN) has to be performed on
o errorful texts transcribed from audio via
cont
a large vocabulary continuous
speech recognizer (LVCSR). Speech
con
recognition errors induce
noises on texts and break lexical cohesion,
ind
causing
lexical similarity
measures and resulting in both word and
sim
sing le
concept
matching failures. The word error rate of the state-of-the-art
matchi
pt m
transcription
ripti system is fairly high, for example, about 30% for English and 40% for Mandarin reported in TRECVID 2006. Besides
errors caused by adverse acoustic conditions and diverse speaking
styles,
styl the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words for words outside the vocabulary of the speech recognizer account for a large part of the error
rate. The OOV problem is especially serious for Chinese because of
the open vocabulary nature and the feasible wording structure of the
Chinese language. Chinese OOV words are largely named entities
that are key to topics, and their mis-recognition remains the major
obstacle for BN segmentation.
Motivated by the successful use of subword indexing units in
spoken document retrieval [11], we have recently applied Chinese
subword units (characters and syllables) in TextTiling-based automatic story segmentation of Chinese BN [7]. Subwords have the
advantages of partial matching, because the incorrectly recognized
words may include several subword units correctly recognized. Especially for Chinese, lexical similarity measure on character or syllable level is superior to words due to the special features of Chinese [7]. In this paper, we propose to measure lexical similarities
by subword LSA, as an extension of our previous work. We believe
that employing latent semantics on subword level is more effective
than word level due to the partial matching merit of subwords. We
demonstrate the advantages of subword matching in errorful speech
recognition transcripts and perform story boundary detection by lexical similarities measured on subword LSA vectors.
2. CORPUS
We experiment with the TDT2 Mandarin BN Corpus that contains
about 53 hours of VOA Mandarin Chinese BN. The 177 audio
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recordings are accompanied with manually annotated story boundaries and word-level speech recognition transcripts with silence
annotations. TDT2 audio was transcribed by the Dragon LVCSR
with word, character and base syllable error rates of 37%, 20% and
15%, respectively. We adopted a home-grown Pinyin lexicon to get
the syllable sequences of words. We separated the corpus into two
non-overlapping parts: a development set of 90 recordings (1390
story boundaries) for parameter tuning and a set of 87 recordings
(1400 story boundaries) for story segmentation testing. According
to TDT2, a detected story boundary is considered correct if it lies
within a 15-second tolerant window on each side of a manuallyannotated reference boundary.
3. LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

Original word

ASR errors

(Algeria)

(Bauer drive want)

(Albright)

(two step Wright)

(internet)

(mutual connection)

(relieve)
(defect)

(quake magnitude)
(national affair)

Base syllables
a er ji li ya
bao er ji li yao
ao er bu lai te
er bu lai te
hu lian wang
zhen ji
guo shi

serving as word boundaries. In fact, ‘word’ is not deﬁned clearly
in Chinese and word segmentation of a Chinese text is deﬁnitely
not unique. As a result, the same string of characters might be segmented into different word sequences in different places of the same
ASR transcript. These word sequences are probably syntactically
valid and semantically meaningful. For example, word
(North
Korea) is segmented to
(North) and
(Korea) and they are both
appeared in a new
news story from the TDT2 Mandarin corpus. In this
case, it is impossible
to relate them by rigid word matching. The
poss
ﬂexibility
ty of Chinese word
wo segmentation may cause word matching
w
failures
inter-word relations. However, the above
es and thus
destroy in
us destr
problem
character matching because different segoblem can bee solved by char
characters.
mentations still share the same
co
sam component

f

Latent semantic analysis (LSA) was originally used in information
retrieval [12]. Humans typically retrieve documents according to the
conceptual content, while individual words provide unreliable evidence about the conceptual topic or meaning of a document. Also,
there are usually many words to express a given concept. Hence rigid
literal term matching may not lead to the relevant documents. LSA
aims to discover the conceptual relations among words via measuring the contextual use of words by PCA [10] . In LSA, the ‘meaning’ of a word can be represented by a ‘feature vector’ that embodies
its relations to other words, and words occurring in similar contexts
have the similar ‘feature vectors’.
Given a set of texts Γ = {t1 , t2 , t3 . . . , tJ } with vocabulary
{w1 , w2 , w3 . . . , wI }, LSA calculates an I × J matrix M, where
re
Mij is the frequency of wi occurring in tj . Singular value decomcomposition (SVD) [10] is then applied to M to yield

Table 1. Samples of recognition errors from TDT2. English transliterations are in brackets.
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Recognition Errors
4.2. Robustness to Speech Rec
Recog
pronounced as a tonal syllable. Syllables
Each
h Chinese character is pron
with different tones convey
different meanings. In Mandarin, about
con
allowed tonal syllables correspond to over
1200 phonologically aall
6500 commonly used simpliﬁed Chinese characters. When tones
aree disregarded, the
th number of syllables is reduced to only about
400, know
b
known as base
syllables. This indicates that there are a large
number
homophones sharing the same base syllable. Tones are
er of
o ho
often
mismis-recognized and tone recognition itself is a research topic
en mis
Therefore in errorful Chinese ASR transcripts, it is comin Chinese.
Chin
mon that a word is substituted by another character sequence with
th
the same or similar pronunciations, in which homophone characters
are the probable substitutions. Table 1 shows some word matching
failures due to speech recognition errors excerpted from the TDT2
ASR transcripts. For example, country name
(Algeria)
is substituted by a pair of three words /
/ (Bauer drive
want) with some homophone characters. Foreign person name
(Albright) is mis-recognized as another three words /
/ (two step Wright). Rigid word matching cannot link these
samples together. However, matching at subword scale can recover
their connections. For example, we can employ syllalbe subword ‘er
ji li’ to partially match
and /
/, and use
syllable subword ‘bu lai te’ or character subword
to match
and /
/, to restore their connections.

M = UΣVT .

(1)
1)

T

T

Pr

The columns of U and V are the eigenvectors of MM
M and M M
M,,
respectively, and the diagonal values of Σ are the correspondingg sinsin
gular values sorted in descending order. MMT is called inter-word
similarity matrix where the ‘meaning’ of a word wi iss expressed
by its dot-product with all words {w1 , w2 , . . . , wI }
}.. The ﬁrst K
columns of U, represented by ΛK , aree the K most signiﬁcant eigen
vectors (principle basis) that can be used as an approximation of
MMT in a K-dimensional space.. The rest less salient I −K columns
olumn
are thus removed that are considered
idered as ‘noise’. As a result, a word
wi is represented by a ‘feature vector’,
ctor’, i.e.,
i.
wi → ΛK ((i)
i)

(2)

where ΛK (i) is the ith row of ΛK .

4. MOTIVATIONS OF USE OF SUBWORDS
UBWO
UBW

Latent semantic analysis aims at describe the ‘meaning’ of a word by
its relations with other words. However, the inevitable speech recognition errors in ASR transcripts may induce word matching failures
and thus destroy inter-word relations. Words are made up from subwords where subwords can be phonemes, syllables or characters in
Chinese. The recognition error rates at subword levels are much
lower than the word level. Subwords have the advantage of partial
matching and this will partially recover the relations among words.
Therefore, LSA on subword level could be more effective than word
level. Here we show the robustness of Chinese subword matching in
errorful ASR transcripts due to the special features of Chinese.
4.1. Robustness to Flexibility in Word Segmentation

Chinese is different from western languages such as English both in
written and spoken expressions. A Chinese word is formed by one to
several component characters, and there is no space between words
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4.3. Robustness to OOV Words
The ﬂexibility in Chinese word-building makes the limited Chinese
characters to produce unlimited words. Hence there dose not exist a commonly accepted lexicon for Chinese. Consequently, the
OOV problem is more pronounced in Chinese ASR transcripts, especially in the BN domain that focuses on timely events. Named
entities (NE) like proper names are most common OOV words in
spoken news, where they account for about 10% of BN words. An
OOV word appeared in different places of a spoken document may
share part of the characters or be substituted by several totally different character strings with the same (or partially same) syllable
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Table 2. Samples of OOV words from TDT2. English transliterations are in brackets.
Characters
OOV word:
ASR
output
OOV word:
ASR
output
OOV word:
ASR
output

(a Chinese name)
(when have money)
(king rape)
(national friendship talent)
(Lewinsky)
(come article this base)
(come ask driver)
(show-up driver)
(Kosovo)
(gram motherland)
(guest me)

Base syllables
wang you cai
dang you cai
wang you cai
bang you cai
lai wen si ji
lai wen si ji
lai wen si ji
lai de si ji
ke suo wo
ke zu guo
ke zuo wo

5.2. Applying LSA to TextTiling
In original document retrieval task, LSA is performed on a set of text
documents [12]. As described in Section 5.1, story boundaries are
investigated across sentences in TextTiling. Thus LSA for the TextTiling task is performed on a set of sentences. As mentioned before,
since real sentence boundaries are not available in the ASR transcripts, we divide all the ASR transcripts in the corpus into sentencelike segments by a silence threshold (empirically set to 0.8s in this
study) and LSA is performed on this set of sentence-like text segments. Training LSA on sentence-like segments divided by silence
is more reasonable
abl than that by ﬁxed term units (as in Section 5.1).
This is because
use
th following two reasons. 1) Sentences are comse of the
monly separated
pauses in speech and pause is a salient speech
parated
ated by pau
prosodyy highlyy related tto se
semantic units and sentence boundaries [1].
2) Cutting sentence-like
by ﬁxed window across the text
segm
tence-like segments
will probably combine
ombine each part of two adjacent real sentences into
a segment.
self-containness of sens
ent. This will destroy the semantic
tencess and induce unreasonable lat
latent semantic analysis.
(described in Section 3) on the sentence-like
We conduct LSA (describe
segments
SVDLIBC
SVDLIB library 1 . As a result, each term wi
ments using the SVD
is represented
LSA feature vector ΛK (i) as in formula (2)
presented by an LS
relations with other terms. We thus apply ΛK (i)
that embodies its relati
to TextTiling. The ‘meaning’ of each pseudo-sentence (deﬁned in
app
Section
represented by a K-dimensional vector
ion 5.1)
5. is approximately
I

v̂s =
vi,s × ΛK (i),
(5)

oo
f

sequence. For example, foreign proper names are common OOV
words in Chinese spoken documents as they are transliterated to Chinese character sequences based on the pronunciations (i.e. phonetic
transliteration). As a result, speech recognizer may return different character sequences with the same or similar pronunciations,
probably their homophones. Table 2 shows some samples of misrecognized OOV words from TDT2. For example, the OOV foreign
person name
(Lewinsky) is substitued by three different
character sequences, i.e., /
/, /
/ and /
/, resulting in word matching failures. Matching at syllable
level can recover this highly-topic-related OOV word because the
last two syllables are the same for the three ASR outputs (‘si ji’).

depthscore(u) =(lexscore(pl ) − lexscore(u))
(4)
+ (lexscore(pr ) − lexscore(u))
where u is a valley point, and pl and pr the left and right nearest
peaks around u, respectively. The depth score considers that a sharp
drop in lexical similarity is more probable to be a story boundary.
Finally, boundary identiﬁcation is carried out on the time trajectory
of the depth score, in which a time point whose depth score is over a
pre-deﬁned threshold θ is determined as a story boundary.

5. WORD AND SUBWORD LSA IN TEXTTILING
5.1. TextTiling-based Story Segmentation

i=1

where vi,s is the frequency of term wi . Therefore, the lexical score
at eeach inter-sentence gap g is re-formulated as
lexscore(g) = cos(v̂s , v̂s+1 )
K
i=1 v̂s,i v̂s+1,i
= 
, (6)
K
K
v̂
v̂
×
v̂
v̂
i=1 s,i s,i
i=1 s+1,i s+1,i

Pr

The classical TextTiling algorithm in text segmentation
ntation includes
udes
three steps [7]: tokenization, lexical score determination
nation and boundund
ary identiﬁcation. As a preprocessing step, the tokenization
zation step
divides the input text into lexical term units
its (e.g. words). Since
the ASR transcripts in TDT2 are segmented
mented
nted words, tokenization
for word level is thus bypassed. Tokenization
levels is
nization for subword le
described in Section 5.3.
In lexical score determination,
n, the text stream is ﬁrst divided into
segments of sentences or pseudo-sentences.
do-sentences.
o-sentences. The lexical similarity is
then determined at each inter-sentence
lexical score:
score:
tence gap
g g via le
lexscore(g) = cos(vs , vs+1 )
I
s+1,i
+1,
+1,i
i=1 vs,ii vs
= 
I
I
vs+1,i
s+1,i
+
i=1 vs,i vs,i ×
i=1 vs

(3)

where vs , vs+1 are term frequency vectors of the two adjacent sentences s and s + 1 separated by gap g, and vs,i is the ith element
of vs , i.e., the frequency of term wi appeared in s. In this study, we
measure the lexical scores between two adjacent pseudo-sentences
deﬁned as a ﬁxed number of terms (T ). This is because: 1) real sentence boundaries are not readily available in the ASR transcripts and
sentence segmentation is another challengeable task that is out of the
focus of this paper; 2) the number of shared terms between two long
sentences and between a long and a short sentence would probably
yield incomparable scores[7]. Since story boundaries are searched at
each inter-sentence gap, we increase the boundary hypothesizes by
sliding. Lexical scores are calculated at {T, T + Δ,T + 2Δ...} term
positions, where Δ is the sliding length and Δ ≤ T .
TextTiling adopts depth score to determine the story boundaries
in the boundary identiﬁcation step. Depth scores are calculated at
valleys detected on the lexical score time trajectory:
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where v̂s,i is the ith element of vector v̂s . Story boundaries are identiﬁed by measuring depth scores that stem from Eq. (6). Speciﬁcally,
when term wi represents a word in the ASR transcript, the above
procedure is word-LSA-based TextTiling.
5.3. Subword-LSA-based TextTiling
We propose to perform LSA on different Chinese subword lexical
representations, i.e., character and syllable n-gram units. For a sequence of words {w1 w2 w3 . . . wQ }, the unigram sequence is deﬁned as the sequence of the component characters (character unigram) or syllables (syllable unigram), i.e.,{c1 c2 c3 . . . cL }. The subword bigram and trigram sequences are formed as
bigram:{c1 c2 c2 c3 c3 c4 · · · cL−1 cL },
(7)
(8)
trigram : {c1 c2 c3 c2 c3 c4 c3 c4 c5 · · · cL−2 cL−1 cL },
respectively. Higher order subword overlapping n-grams can be
formed accordingly. To reduce the possibility of missing any useful information embedded in the subword sequence, overlapping
between subwords is used.
1 http://tedlab.mit.edu/
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dr/svdlibc/

According to the procedure in Section 5.2, subword LSA is performed on the subword n-gram representation of the sentence-like
segments, where term wi is the corresponding overlapping n-gram
unit. Lexical scores are then calculated by Eq. (6) and story boundaries are determined by thresholding on the depth score curve.
6. EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 1. Experimental results (F1-measure) on word/subword-based
TextTiling and word/subowrd-LSA-based TextTiling. Word level involves character sequence and syllable sequence of a word.
relative improvement of 17.4% over the conventional word-based
TextTiling and
nd
d 6.5%
6.5 over our previous syllable-bigram-based TextTiling. In the future, w
we plan to perform a statistical study on the relations between
en the story
stor segmentation performance and the speech
recognition
also plan to study the combination of word
gnition error
we als
or rate. w
and
incorporate the complementarity from different
nd subword LSA
incorporat
SA to incor
lexical representation
epresentation scales.

f

We carried out story segmentation experiments to compare (1)
the original word-based TextTiling [6], (2) our previous work on
subword TextTiling [7], (3) word-LSA-based TextTiling and (4)
subword-LSA-based TextTiling. Empirical parameter tuning was
ﬁrst performed on the development set that selects parameters
achieving the best F1-measure of story segmentation. Parameter
tuning shows that a combination of T = 50 and Δ = 20 achieves
the best performance on the baseline word-based TextTiling. The
selected T and Δ were then ﬁxed in the empirical searching for
the threshold θ and LSA dimensions K for each word and subword
scales on the development set2 . Experimental results on the test set
in terms of F1-measure are shown in Fig. 1.
Results indicate that applying word and subword LSA to TextTiling can improve the story segmentation performance on Chinese
BN except unigram LSA that degrades the performance a little bit
compared with those corresponding TextTiling approaches without
LSA. Bigram-LSA-based TextTiling exhibits superior performance.
Character-bigram-LSA achieves the best F1-measure of 0.6598 with
relative improvement of 17.4% over the conventional word-based
ur
TextTiling (on the character sequence of word) and 6.5% over our
previous syllable-bigram-based TextTiling. The failure of uigram
gram
LSA is probably because of the small vocabulary of unigram
ram singletons (2957 for characters and 395 for syllables in our
ur corpus).
yllables might
The ‘meanings’ (LSA feature vectors) of characters/syllables
ight
be too close due to the small vocabulary. The success
uccess of bigram
gram
LSA mainly owes to the fact that the most frequently
ently used words in
Chinese are bi-character and the probability of long sequences
uences with
correctly recognized characters is smaller than two character units.
perform the
This also explains why trigram and 4-gram
gram TextTing perf
worst. We also observe an interestingg result that trigram-LSA-based
trigram-LSA-b
and 4-gram-LSA-based TextTilingg signiﬁcantly outperform trigram
trigra
LSA). Their performances are even
and 4-gram TextTiling (withoutt LSA).
comparable to word-LSA-based
d TextTiling. This may be explained
by the ‘noise-removal’ merits of LSA [9]. The inter-similarity
mam
in
trices for tri-gram and 4-gram in LSA
A are large sparse ones. A small
dimensional LSA space removes a lot of noise
noises and tends to be an
appropriate approximation of a large sparsee matrix
matrix.
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